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   Substrate: soda lime glass 
• During high-temperature CZTS deposition/annealing, sodium 
diffuses from the glass, through the Mo layer, into CZTS 
• Sodium is an effective dopant for CZTS: increased 
concentration of positive (”p-type”) charge carriers (”holes”) 
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   Back contact: Mo (sputtered) 
Role: to collect the holes generated by light in CZTS 
Why molybdenum? 
1. Low contact resistance to CZTS 
2. Doesn’t diffuse into CZTS at high temperatures 
   Buffer layer: CdS (chemical bath-deposited) 
Role: to aid the growth of ZnO on top of CZTS 
and avoid damage to the CZTS surface from 
ZnO sputtering 
Why CdS? 
• Lattice-matching to CZTS, wide bandgap for 
low absorption, favorable band alignment 
with CZTS 
  Window layers: ZnO/ZnO:Al (sputtered) 
Role: to form a transparent and conductive 
layer that allows lateral transport of light-
generated electrons towards the top contact grid 
minimizing light absorbtion 
Why ZnO/ZnO:Al? 
1. ZnO is a relatively cheap material with a 
wide bandgap (3.4 eV) -> transparent 
2. If heavily doped by aluminum, it becomes 
conductive almost like a metal ZnO CdS CZTS Mo 
Band diagrams 
Cd is toxic! Search for a non-toxic material is important 
dark 
  Contact grid: Al    -    Antireflection: MgF2  (evaporated) 
Contact grid: to collect the negative (”n-type”) charge carriers (electrons) 
Antireflection coating: to minimize the amount of light reflected at the surface 
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